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Introduction:

Big Ben is a character, a personality, the very heart of London, and the clock tower at the Houses of Parliament has become the symbol of Britain. It is the nation’s clock, instantly recognizable, and brought into Britain’s homes everyday by the BBC. It is part of the nation’s heritage and has long been established as the nation’s timepiece heralding almost every broadcast of national importance.

On the morning of August 5th 1976 at 3:45 AM a catastrophe occurred to the movement of the great clock in Westminster Palace. The damage was so great that for a brief time it was considered to be beyond repair and a new way to move the hands on the four huge exterior dials was considered. How did this happen and more importantly why did this happen and how could such a disaster to one of the world’s great horological treasures be prevented from happening again?

Let us first go through a brief history leading up to the creation of the clock. Then it’s manufacture and installation into the tower. This second issue - the configuration of the tower and the installation needed to accommodate the tower design will become key to the understanding of the source of the accident.

History of Westminster:

Despite its ancient Gothic appearance, the clock tower, and the present Houses of Parliament came into being only after a fire destroyed the ancient Palace of Westminster on October 16, 1834. The fire was started because cancelled wooden tallies, which were used as treasury receipts prior to 1812, were being burned in the central boiler instead of the usual coke. The stokers over-stocked the boiler and left their duty early hoping that their fire would last the night and it certainly did! It was unfortunate that an overheated flue set fire to the whole complex of buildings.¹
There had been a clock tower in the old palace since 1290. The story behind that clock is quite colorful. In the year of 1288 a gentleman by the name of Sir Ralph-de-Hengham, Chief Justice of the King’s Bench had caused a Court Roll to be erased, to enable someone’s fine to be reduced. He was caught. For his offense he was fined 800 Pounds, (£) - (£498,000, $797,000 today \(^3\)), by King Edward I, and this money was used for the building of a tower containing the clock and bell. This may seem like quite a hefty fine, but compared to common punishments of the time, was quite lenient as he could have easily been imprisoned or worse for his transgression. The Bell known as Great Tom of Westminster struck the hours. It is said that this was to remind the judges, who were sitting in the ancient Courts of Westminster Hall, of Sir Ralph’s offense. The bell, which weighed 4 tons, 300 lbs, was given in 1699 by William III to the new cathedral of St. Paul’s with the idea that it should be mounted in one of the towers. Unfortunately it was broken in transit, and the site of the accident became known as Bell Yard in the Strand. The broken bell was melted down and recast twice by Phillip Wightman, in about 1710, but it was unsatisfactory. Richard Phelps of Whitechapel Foundry then undertook the recasting, and by adding extra metal he succeeded in producing a good bell in 1716. That bell still strikes in St. Paul’s today. Whitechapel is also still in business today.

Westminster was therefore left with a clock but no bell in 1699, but the tower was crumbling and in 1707 it was demolished, the site being marked by a sundial engraved with a motto from Virgil, translated from the Latin as “Learn the Justice of my advice”. The Westminster palace had now lost its bell, its clock and tower. It was not until after the fire which destroyed the palace in 1834 that the architect chosen for the rebuilding, Charles Barry, produced a plan in 1842 for the palace which included a new clock in the northern tower.
The clock’s beginnings - competition, intrigues and arrogance:

In March of 1844 Barry decided to approach Benjamin L. Vulliamy, an imminent clockmaker of the day, to give an estimate for the clock. Barry had employed Vulliamy’s son from 1836 to 1841 so Barry knew Vulliamy and considered him as a logical choice. Vulliamy knew that this clock was breaking new ground on many fronts, both in accuracy and in size. It was to be the centerpiece of the new palace. The initial specifications called for four dials each being 30 feet across. The hours to be struck on a bell of 8 to 10 tons, with quarters to be played on 8 bells, later reduced to four. The specifications called for an unprecedented accuracy in the strike and time keeping. Size and accuracy are conflicting parameters in clock design and Vulliamy was reluctant to supply all the necessary drawings and specifications as requested by Barry without being guaranteed the commission. He had, however finally agreed to supply the specifications and drawings with the provision he be paid 100 Guineas ($10,300 today) and if not accepted for the job, 200 Guineas ($20,600). Vulliamy felt he could do this as he was a preeminent clockmaker in Britain and clockmaker to the Queen.

Edward Dent, a rival of Vulliamy and whose firm was also engaged in the manufacture of tower as well as domestic clocks, regulators and chronometers, decided to apply for the commission. He knew that winning and successfully building the clock would be a feather in his cap and add
greatly to his company’s prestige. Dent had already made a tower clock for the Royal Exchange which had performed admirably. He wrote George Biddle Airy, then Britain’s Astronomer Royal in July of 1845 of his intention to apply. Airy was involved with the specifications of the Exchange clock; worked with Dent on it, and appreciated the clock’s subsequent success. With Airy’s concurrence he applied four months later to the Commissioners of Woods and Forests (The Commission) - the body responsible for overseeing the palace project on behalf of the government and that was to make the final decision on the clock. It appears that the general architect, Charles Barry, did not have this authority.

The Commission informed Dent that Vulliamy was already engaged to make drawings and that if he would make an estimate for the construction of the clock based on those drawings. Dent, wanting to gain prominence by his own hand and not share any credit of his achievement cleverly replied sic. “That if adherence to drawings and specifications to be prepared by another clockmaker were to be stringent on him, he must decline to become a candidate; that he should feel it a duty to comply with any suggestions from the Astronomer Royal, but could not engage to act under the directions of authority less eminent, or to follow instructions, which by degrading him to the position of a mere executive mechanic, would prove detrimental to his reputation.”\(^5\) Notice how he praises Airy to further cement his support while giving a backhand to Vulliamy. Not surprisingly relations between Dent and Vulliamy grew more poisonous as time went on. Vulliamy, on the other hand, did not help his position by delaying his quotation and complaining to the Commission about the fact that they were considering another contender. It is interesting to note that in the end Dent indeed did become, or very nearly so, the “executive mechanic” to another’s design.

On June 20 of 1846, Viscount Canning, who was now the First Commissioner of the board, wrote to Airy to ask his opinion of the contenders. Airy was now plumped for Dent and wrote back on the 22\(^{\text{nd}}\), “A question of similar import was addressed to me in 1843 by the Gresham Committee, in regard to the construction of a clock for the Royal Exchange. In reply I stated that (irrespective of the choice of clockmaker) general conditions ought to be laid down as to the choice of materials, etc., etc., and also that certain specific conditions applying to the accurate going of the clock, suggested by me should be laid down, and that intimation should be given to the clockmaker that his plans were to be submitted to me for my opinion before the work should be commenced. I would therefore propose to the Commissioners of Woods and Works that a similar course should be followed in the instance of the clock for the new palace at Westminster, and if the Commissioners shall think fit to desire my general superintendence in the manner
which I have described, I will undertake that the clock which shall be mounted shall be creditable to the nation.”

In regard to the selection of a maker, I suggested to the Gresham committee the names of Mr. Vulliamy of London (a maker of some celebrity, but said to be unmanageable in temper and very expensive in prices), and Mr. Whitehurst (a man of reputation in the North of England, and known as the inventor of the Watchman’s Clock). By arrangements with which I am not acquainted, the work was placed in the hands of Mr. Dent, chronometer maker of 82 Strand; and I am bound to say that Mr. Dent carried out my views most completely, making, in the mechanical arrangements, which I suggested, some judicious alterations which received my entire approval.” It should be noted at this juncture that Airy’s explanation of Dent’s substitution for one of the makers originally chosen seems purposefully vague. If Airy served in the same capacity of referee as he now proposes for the Westminster clock, he would have been intimately involved in such a decision.

He continues, “Under all circumstances, considering that a new clock pretending to a degree of accuracy equal or superior to that of the Royal exchange must probably contain some of Mr. Dent’s inventions and would at any rate be improved by his experience - that the trust is, so to speak, in some manner confidential, and that there is no such thing as a market for clocks of this size - I think it would be probably the best course to transmit proposals (including my conditions) to Mr. Dent, and to ask for his tender. If his price should not be excessive I would propose to employ him without inquiry of other makers. If it appeared objectionable I would apply to others, but think (I think) only the two whom I have named.”

The fix in favor of Dent by Airy was in.

In July Charles Barry informed Vulliamy that the Commission had decided to accept applications from competitors. Two weeks later Vulliamy replied to say “My general rule of conduct has been in all cases to decline competition” etc., and finally “I have concluded to decline it.” His reasons given appear to be that he objected to Airy being sole referee, and also because Airy appeared to be prejudiced in favor of Dent. He was right, but his attitude throughout this did not help him.

Dent wasted no time and on August 8, 1846 submitted his bid “I hereby agree to complete and erect in the tower, and keep in order for the first twelve months, the clock for the new Houses of Parliament, agreeably to the plans and specifications, and to attend, without additional charge, to any directions of the Astronomer Royal, for the sum of £1,500, (£104,000 or $166,400 today). His specifications covered a mere 2 ½ pages.

John Whitehurst sent his bid in September for £3,373, (£233,800 or $374,000 today). Vulliamy, while never submitting a formal bid did have an internal figure of £3,500 plus £105 for the construction plans or £3,605 (£250,000 or $400,000 today).

Below are the original specifications as first laid down by Airy in June of 1846. My comments on these are in italics.
1. The clock frame is to be of cast iron, and of ample strength. Its parts are to be firmly bolted together. Where there are broad bearing surfaces, these surfaces are to be planed.
2. The wheels are to be of hard bell metal, with steel spindles working in bell metal bearings, and proper holes for oiling the bearings. (Wheel metal was later changed to cast iron, and a factor in the accident)
3. The wheels are to be so arranged that any one can be taken out without disturbing the others.
4. The pendulum pallets are to be jeweled. (This was later abandoned.)
5. The escapement is to be deadbeat, or something equally accurate, the recoil escapement to be expressly excluded.
6. The pendulum is to be compensated.
7. The train of wheels is to have a remontoire action, so constructed as to not interfere with the deadbeat principal of the escapement. (A train remontoire later abandoned.)
8. The clock is to have a going fusee. (A type of maintaining power, diagram upper left)
9. It will be considered an advantage if the external minute hand has a discernable motion at certain definite seconds in time. (Asking for a remontoire, as this device does this as part of its function? This is later abandoned along with the remontoire. Even so the remontoire would have needed a minimum of a 10 second cycle for it to be discernable from the street 184 feet below).
10. A spring apparatus is to be attached for accelerating the pendulum at pleasure during a few vibrations. (This was a feature on the Royal Exchange clock but later abandoned here.)
11. The striking machinery is to be so arranged that the first blow for each hour shall be accurate to a second of time. (This was a major difficulty but achieved through Denison’s design. Vulliamy argued until his death prior to the movement’s completion that this could never be done with such a large mechanism.)
12. The striking detent is to have such parts that it can make or break a magneto-electric current. (This was later abandoned).
13. Apparatus shall be provided in order to make possible to convey the indications of the clock to several different places. (i.e. to act as a master clock for slave clocks in the palace.)
14. The plans are to be subject to the approval of the Astronomer Royal (Airy, of course!)
15. In regards to items 5 to 11, the maker is recommended to study the construction of the Royal Exchange clock. (Dent’s clock which Airy was familiar with and liked; calling it ‘the best in the world.’)  

It is interesting that these specifications did not mention the size of bell to be struck or the number and diameter of the dials to be powered all of which would dramatically affect any design. Perhaps these specifications were considered common knowledge by this time.

On May 8, 1847 Airy submitted his report to the Commission on Vulliamy’s bid. “It is impossible for me to consider Mr. Vulliamy as a person who can be employed to construct the clock, he having declined to compete, except before a numerous committee, and having objected personally to myself as a referee.” He goes on to say, “I have carefully examined Mr. Vulliamy’s beautiful plans. In regard to the provisions for strength, solidarity, power, and general largeness of
dimensions they are excellent. In regard to delicacy they fail; and they fail so much, that I think myself justified in saying that such a clock would be a village clock of very superior character, but would not have the accuracy of an astronomical clock.”

This was the coup de grâce for Vulliamy and he never forgave Airy for his description of his design as a ‘village clock’ and from then on it was open warfare. In fact, Vulliamy’s dislike of Airy was so intense; it was second only to his hatred of Dent, whom he regarded as a privileged and favored competitor - all of which was true!

A twist in the turn of events occurred in July of 1847. Dent had been promised in 1845, as an inducement for his unpaid work in the design and bidding for the Great Clock, the opportunity to also bid for all of the other hundreds of clocks that were to be installed in the palace. Vulliamy had been paid 100 Guineas up front for his bid; it is unknown if Whitehurst received any compensation. One can see how the profit from all of the palace clocks could easily surpass the difference of the £1500 between Dent’s and his competitor’s bids.

In the Spring of 1847, having received no invitations to bid on these other clocks, he made a number of inquiries and found that Barry was ordering all of these clocks directly from Vulliamy. He sent several letters complaining to the Commission and reminded them of their agreement. When this failed to illicit the desired effect, Dent took the drastic step of withdrawing his name from the job. He copied Mr. Airy who then contacted the Chief Commissioner. After a considerable internal battle, the Commission said that due to an oversight, Barry had never been told of the agreement that was made with Dent or the desirability of putting the work out to bid. After assurances that no more clocks would be ordered without Dent’s ability to compete, he relented on August 20. Here again we do not know the exact truth. Barry may have simply gone behind the Commission ordering the clocks under the pretense that he had no knowledge of Dent’s supposed participation. There was no question of Barry’s partiality toward Vulliamy.

On August 17, 1847 the firm Thwaites and Reed, another large, English tower clock maker having heard of Dent’s withdrawal, submitted a request to the Commission to be allowed to bid for the job. Airy, however intervened at this time with the Commission stating that it was too late in the process for them to enter and that Dent was just reinstated to the bidding pool making this unnecessary. Thwaites, however, will cross the path of the clock again in a significant way much later on in its existence.

For the next couple of years nothing seemed to happen toward the final awarding of the contract for the clock. Here is where Edmund Beckett Denison, a well known and wealthy lawyer who was also an amateur horologist and architect, begins to play a major role. The term “amateur” is not used pejoratively but only to indicate that he did not have a formal training or degree in these fields. He was as proficient, at least in the case of horology, as any of his professional contemporaries. In May of 1848 he wrote to the First Commissioner complaining about the delays which had already

---

Edmund Beckett Denison
occurred. He virtually accused Barry of preventing the clock from being ordered because the Commission had previously prevented it from being placed with Vulliamy. This was unjust, as the delay was largely due to bureaucratic infighting and the large turnover of personnel that served on the Commission, although Barry did nothing to expedite the matter. It also boded ill for future relations with the architect. However, it did draw attention to the delays at the highest level and resulted in Denison being appointed joint referee with Airy on the bidding contest. This was a major step forward in the building of the clock because although Airy was a gifted scientist, he lacked the drive and determination that Denison could and did to push the clock to a reality. Denison was rather abrasive and never took into account the feelings of others and his brilliance which ensured that he was so often right in his opinions did little to make him popular with his contemporaries. Just take a look at his photo!

Denison took his responsibilities very seriously and immediately engaged in a full review of Dent’s design; with many suggestions for improvements which virtually constituted a complete redesign. He was a gifted horologist and had designed some first class clocks and was considered a leading expert on the subject. He had contributed a section in *Encyclopedia Britannica* and his *Rudimentary Treatise on Clocks, Watches and Bells*, first published in 1850 became a standard reference work. This turned out to be a very good collaboration, with Denison’s theoretical knowledge complementing Dent’s practical experience and initiative.

After making a full examination of all three designs submitted, Denison wrote to the Commission stating flatly that Dent’s design was superior to the other two; this of course after Denison had made this basically his own design! In addition he concluded the letter with the comment, “It is impossible not to feel that he [Dent] is under a disadvantage in having the architect opposed to him and evidently doing what he can to prevent him from being employed.” Such comments in an official letter to the First Commissioner (which would have been brought to the attention of Barry) were to have a profound effect in steaming up the already difficult relationship between architect and clockmaker, whose close and friendly co-operation was so essential. It was to play a part in the redesign of the clock which was later to prove disastrous.

The uneven competition between Dent and the other contenders as orchestrated by Airy and Denison did not go unnoticed. Vulliamy had the backing of the Clockmaker’s Company and was able to persuade friends in the House of Lords to initiate an inquiry in 1848. This inquiry entitled *A Portion of the Papers Relating To The Great Clock for the New Palace At Westminster*, printed by the House of Lords with remarks. It is a 56 page document that was restricted to private circulation within the House. The remarks are a scathing attack against Airy and Dent. But besides this contains a wealth of original correspondence between all of the parties and is recommended to anyone who would like to get a flavor of the contest as well as a wealth of minutia about the bidding process, specifications and bidder’s data. Apparently nothing came of this inquiry and no action was taken by the House of Lords.

On January 29, 1852 the final changes in the specifications were submitted including the size of the hour bell to be 14 tons, each of the four dials 20 feet in diameter (later 23 feet), the wheels to be cast iron rather than bronze, the entire pendulum to be within the clock room necessitating the clock to be over 13 feet off the ground and requiring a stage or platform erected for winding the
clock and examining it on both sides. The size of the bell and dials necessitated the clock to be of a larger size than first imagined. This cost partially offset by the change in wheel material from bronze to cast iron. Dent’s final bid with these changes was £1800 (£149,000 or $238,400 today), to be completed in two years.

By this time John Whitehurst had died, leaving Dent the only firm with a valid bid on hand.

And so, on February 25, 1852 very nearly eight years after Vulliamy had been originally approached, Dent’s bid was accepted. Judging from the other two contender’s bids, Dent clearly was prepared to take a loss for the privilege of making this clock.

One must wonder what would have happened if Vulliamy had the sense to submit his specification and plans within a few months of the original request, and if he submitted his rough estimate of £3,600 instead of refusing to give the Commission any idea as to the cost. It might well have been accepted, in which case Dent, Airy and Denison would never have had such a golden opportunity to create, by their combined efforts, a clock which was to perform with an accuracy deemed by many to be impossible in so large a clock and which was to become the world’s most famous public clock.

**Conflicts, construction and completion:**

Dent had won the competition, such as it was, and now his problems were just beginning. The seeds of the clocks near destruction were sown in March of 1852 when an inspection of the tower was made. Remember now that the new palace had been under construction for several years. The first stone for the clock tower was laid September 28, 1843, nearly 8 ½ years earlier. At the time of inspection the walls were already up 150 feet of the total 316 feet. Dent was surprised to find that the interior dimensions of the tower would not accommodate his clock in its current configuration. They were built upon Barry’s plan with Vulliamy’s clock in mind. By April Airy, collaborating with Denison worked out adaptations to suit the current tower room’s configuration and this added an additional £100 BPS to the cost (£8,300 or $13,300 today). One change was the fact that the pendulum would no longer be able to be contained within the clock.
room but be hung through an opening below the floor. Most significantly was the fact that the wall facing the rear of the clock was too close to accommodate the space necessary for the huge hour and quarter chime fly fans. This mandated a change in the configuration of the fly fans and was the proximate cause of the accident that was to occur 124 years later.

This was not the only instance of conflict in the architect’s design and the needs of the clock. To be fair it must be noted that the clock tower served not only the needs of the clock movement and its bells. It also was designed as part of a ventilator shaft system that connected to another 300 foot tower in the center of the courtyard designed to take air from the Lords and Commons chambers, also known as the tower of St. Stephen’s. There were also rooms that were to ring the central core as well as a staircase to ascend the full tower’s height. The central shaft or core of the tower was 11 x 8 feet and here is where the weights would descend. This was also the way that the bells and the clock mechanism would be brought up the tower.

Barry had specified as early as 1842 a bell of 14 tons to strike the hour. Although no bell this large had yet been cast in Britain, it required only a simple calculation from the proportions of normal bells to see that a 14 ton bell of conventional design would need a much larger shaft. In 1855 Denison had redesigned the great bell to be shorter and wider than that of conventional shape. In this way it could be hauled up the tower lying sideways in a cradle. In October of 1858 the bells were raised into position.
Dent began work on the clock soon after he won the contract in early 1852. The clock took his firm two years to build and was completed in late 1854. Edward Dent died in March 1853, and so Frederick Dent, Edward’s step son, who had been left this part of the business continued with the production of the clock. The frame measured 15' 4" long and 4' 11" wide with the mechanism weighing in at 5 tons. Upon completion came factory trials which were conducted by the staff of the Royal Observatory under the supervision of Airy and Denison and lasted over half a year. In 1855 the Astronomer Royal had notified the Chief Commissioner of his complete satisfaction with the mechanism and recommended that Dent be paid his fee.

The development of the gravity escapement:

At this time the tower was still only half way completed even though it had been started some 12 years earlier. This proved to be a blessing in disguise as it allowed Denison, who was never satisfied even with his best efforts, to carry out many refinements in order to improve the accuracy of the clock. While the mechanism had met the entire criterion established in the Astronomer Royal’s specifications, Denison was concerned with how stable the escapement would be when exposed to the realities of driving the four heavy dial hands in adverse weather conditions. As a result he began experimenting with gravity escapements.

Gravity escapements are distinguished from conventional escapements since the impulse is not given to the pendulum directly by energy from the main weight through the clockwork, but by some other small weight lifted up, or small spring bent, always through the same distance, by the clock train at every beat of the pendulum. This gives a constant impulse to the pendulum regardless of other variables the train is subject to. Many illustrious makers had tried to perfect the gravity escapement - Berthoud, Mudge, Cumming, Reid and Hardy. Bloxam had come close in 1853. All of these prior attempts suffered from various problems, chief amongst them the fact that the pallets had tended to bounce off the escapement locking surface; known as 'tripping'. Denison had begun thinking of an improved gravity escapement in 1846. His first actual attempt at a new escapement design was the three legged dead beat escapement. He conceived of this escapement in 1851 and it was applied to the pendulum for six months.
Probably in conjunction with a spring type remontoire to prevent variations of force from the rest of the wheel train, and in the arc of the pendulum (see below). This was then improved, but it is not known if it ever was applied to the clock. On November 27, 1852 Denison wrote to Airy describing his three-legged gravity escapement. This contains all the elements of the classic gravity escapement, the remontoire action of a constant impulse power supply and Denison’s all important innovation of the inertial fly fan mounted to the escapement arbor via a slip clutch thus solving the tripping problem. (See appendix A).

He then developed a four legged version and this was a considerable improvement over the prior one in that the arc of travel was 1/4 revolution verses 1/3 increasing efficiency and lessening impact of the legs on the pallets. It was this escapement that likely was installed into the clock when it was first started in the tower in 1859. His final design, the double three legged gravity, also known as the six legged, was his last improvement to the gravity escapement in 1860.
It replaced the prior 4 legged escapement and controls the time train to this day. The importance of his innovation of the fly fan mounted to a friction clutch cannot be overstated. It allows the fan to advance slightly after the escapement engages the pallet. The inertia provided by the weight of the fly keeps the escapement seated against the pallet during locking; in essence acting as an 'energy sink'. This escapement provides a nearly detached pendulum from the rest of the clockwork and is particularly important in tower clocks where wind and weather can cause disruptions to the movement through the exterior hands. Another special feature of this escapement is that there is no sliding friction on impulse so it does not need oil. Again, due to the environment in which tower clocks are found oil contamination is a problem; severe temperature changes can cause oil to thicken and thin beyond their normal intended characteristics thus affecting the escapement. This design belongs to a family of escapements known as escapement remontoire. Conventional train and spring remontoire had been installed on clocks prior to this to achieve the same function. It is not known for certain if the movement was originally equipped with a remontoire. Airy’s original specifications seem to call for one, in which case it probably would have been be Airy’s design (diagram left) and would have been considered essential for such a high profile clock especially as it was first conceived and tested with a conventional Graham and pinwheel deadbeat escapement which would have benefitted from such a device. If one was present, the gravity escapement made it superfluous and so it was removed.

So important was this invention that the gravity escapement is considered one of the great advances in the science of horology; it was soon adopted as the standard for the best tower clocks, as well as domestic clocks where there was a need for exceptional accuracy as in observatories or time standard master clocks. While much has been written about Denison’s difficult personality - he did not suffer fools lightly, and it seems he viewed many of his compatriots in this category. Nonetheless, he did not choose to patent his new escapement. He was a lawyer, and knew full well the economic benefit that would accrue to him from such a patent. His sole interest was to allow this escapement to become as economically practicable as possible and so be able to advance the science of horology as a whole.

Now the movement was complete and as perfect as Dent and Denison could make it. The tower was topped out in and the bells were installed 1858. The dials, motion works and connecting shafts were begun in 1859. It is a tribute to Denison that the Commission and Astronomer Royal allowed this new escapement to be fitted to this national symbol of pride without any rigorous trials - there could not be any, as the escapement was being developed just prior to the clock being assembled into the tower; with the last escapement being fitted about a year after the official starting of the clock on May 30, 1859. The final cost of the clock was £2376 (£174,000 or $278,000 today). In comparison the dials and hands cost £5534 (£405,000 or $648,000 today)
and the bells £5960 (£436,000 or $698,000 today).\textsuperscript{14} The fact that the bells were the most expensive component is common with large and/or numerous bells. Bell casting is a laborious, difficult art involving expensive metals of copper and tin. As noted earlier, a successful casting is not guaranteed and re-casting is at the bell founder’s expense.

The final cost of the New Westminster palace came in at three times the original estimate or £3 million (£220 million or $352 million today). It’s nice to know some things never change! These figures, as do all prior comparisons, use the retail price index. In this case the average earnings index may be more appropriate considering the huge amount of hand labor that was involved in the construction. Using this index the cost was £19.5 billion or $31 billion. To replace the palace today is probably somewhere in between these two indexes at about £10 billion or $16 billion).\textsuperscript{7,14}

\textbf{The seeds of destruction:}

The clock was made and tested as best as Dent’s firm was capable. But what was not tested; indeed could not be tested with the science available at the time, was the redesign of the mechanism’s huge strike train governors, its fly fan system. The problem of the clock movement’s fit into the tower would require a compromise in the design of this system.

The diagram below shows the front elevation of the tower as originally designed by Barry, the next two a first floor and clock room floor cross sections as currently built. The central core where the clock weights must descend is located in the center of the structure measuring approximately 11’ x 8’. The clock must be centered upon this opening not only for the weight lines but for the fact that this is the geographic center between the four dials making the linkages to clock faces most efficient. Notice adjacent to the core is another two unmovable structures, the ventilation shaft to the right (now no longer in use) and the staircase on the left. If we call that area the ‘rear’ of the room we see that a clock with a conventional design that have horizontally
mounted fly arbors originating from the rear of the clock would be impossible. It was also necessary for workman to be able to access the mechanism from all sides for the purposes of servicing. Putting the flies on the two ends of the clock would block access from each of the two sides. The flies could not be located in the front since winding took place from this point and these would endanger the workman. From 1859 through 1913 the clock was wound by hand. It took two men employed for five hours per day, three days a week (the strike trains could go just over three days; time train for 5 days). Since the clock chimes every 15 minutes this would have been an impossible situation. Most conventional tower clocks are designed to go for eight days. It’s possible that the time train as initially designed with a conventional deadbeat escapement would go this long. A gravity escapement with four or six legs will turn from 5 to 7.5 times as fast as compared to a conventional escape wheel with 30 teeth; significantly cutting down on duration. For the strike trains to go eight days, the weights would need to be nearly three times as heavy. The weights for the hour, time and quarter trains are 1 ton, 560 lb and 1 ¼ ton. An eight day duration would have added another 6 tons; far exceeding the design strength of the over 15 foot free-span movement frame. Vulliamy’s design called for an eight day duration on all trains. 

As a side note the time train is still wound manually to this day once every four days with the strike trains wound automatically by an electric motor. Before this, as stated previously, two to three men spent between five to six hours every three days to wind the mechanism. Although the winding handles were attached to a reduction gear set, they were still very heavy to turn and needed 100 turns of the handle to turn the great wheel drum with its one or more ton of weight one turn. Not only this, but there was no maintaining power on these trains, so winding had to be interrupted during striking. Imagine having wound the crank handle a hundred times only to see 25 turns unwound in the fourth quarter chime strike sequence! No wonder it took nearly all day to wind.
The lack of room or practicality for the flies on any quadrant of the clock mechanism’s frame leaves only one place to go and that is up. The diagram below and next page show the original design by Dent’s firm as well as the redesign to allow for the fly fans to be raised high above the movement. That also obviated one of Airy’s early specifications that the entire 13 foot pendulum be contained within the room. With the flies above the movement, this could not be done. Instead a section of the original air shaft had to be impinged upon at the clock room level and one level below to make way for the pendulum (red area, left diagram).

If the fly fans had been arranged in the conventional manner the horizontal arbors would have been called upon to support the weight of the fly fan assemblies. There would have been no thought to the fact that these arbors would have been made of a solid steel stock. However, under the demands of the new configuration the connections to the flies were not only much longer, but did not have to support the direct weight of the fly fans on a horizontal level - which needs significant strength to prevent bending and shearing. This allowed a key change in the material that was used to connect the flies to the clock. What would have been shorter, solid steel arbors in a conventional design was replaced with **much longer hollow tubed arbors**. The flies were now supported by arbors on their ends needing only the **compressive strength** of the material which is far greater than the sheer strength for any given metal. There was also the additional weight of a solid arbor on the bottom bearing to be considered. Therefore the hollow tube design was chosen.
The long tubes would have been fabricated from flat iron strips which would have been formed into U-sections, drawn through a circular die at red heat and finally the butt joint hammered to form the welded seam. Unfortunately the method of making seamless tubes was not developed until after the construction of the clock.¹⁶
The accident:

Most of the information and photographs presented below are excerpts taken from a booklet containing compiled reports documenting the accident as well as the later forensic analysis of the movement components and events leading to the accident. These were issued by the Engineering Sciences Division of the Institution of Mechanical Engineers and The National Physics Laboratory of England, pages B1, B4-B9. My comments are in italics.

On August 5, 1976 during the 3:30 AM chime sequence, the wrought iron tubular shaft of the fly governor, controlling the operating speed of the quarter chiming mechanism, failed by metal fatigue. This allowed the 1 1/4 ton driving weight to fall uncontrolled for 40 m (132 ft) to ground level, thus forcing the chiming mechanism to operate at a speed far in excess of its design limits. This caused the disintegration of the mechanism and broke the cast iron frame of the clock. The winding drum (3/4 ton) of the chiming train was torn loose from its bearings and both it and parts of the cast and wrought iron mechanism had been flung around the clock room with some smaller pieces (up to 5 inches) being projected through the ceiling into the room above. It was fortuitous the accident occurred in the early morning hours when the room was unoccupied; if anyone had been present it is likely they would have been killed. The clock room is unconventional in that the clock is housed in an inner room with walls made of solid masonry. Surrounding this is the exterior tower wall in which the dials are mounted. These walls are separated by a 5 foot wide passage space. Had the clock room been of conventional design with no inner solid wall and with the four 23 foot glass dials surrounding the clock, the ¾ ton chime barrel could have been propelled through a glass dial and down 184 feet to the ground.

Photo 1. Chime train and frame stripped away. Count wheel attached to its frame and laying in the foreground.
Notice in the first post event photo, prior page, the section of the top frame rail with the quarter count wheel (known as a locking plate in England) still attached laying in the foreground. The lower main frame front member with the dedication inscription is broken about one-third of the way from the right end of the damaged chime area. The main frame was broken in five places. At the top, middle portion of the photo one can just see the fly fan drive tube hanging next to the motion works lead off support girder. In the photo above, this is more apparent as the fly itself is partially supported by the remaining fly steady which is attached to the upper girder with the balance of the fly entangled on the lead off wheel nest. The next page shows two other angles of the movement as well as views of where the chime barrel came to rest.
Photo 3. Strike side view and showing where ¾ ton chime barrel came to rest.

Photo 4. End view from chime side

Photo 5. Note chime main wheel to the left
The official report continues:

**Tube schematic, (Fig 1).**

A crack had initiated, probably in the lower end of the tube, which developed into a fatigue crack. This propagated for 1 m (40 in) along the tube, at which stage transverse cracks developed; these extended halfway around the circumference of the tube before secondary helical and longitudinal fractures developed during the final stages of the tube failure.

**Lower half of the broken tube and its bevel, (Fig 2).** The pipe clamp was installed in the 1956 overhaul to keep the bevel wheel arbor from slipping within the tube. The fly governor is a critical part of the chiming mechanism since the fly acts as an air brake to control the rate of chiming, and hence the speed of the mechanism. There was extensive fatigue cracking in the wrought iron tube component of the vertical shaft. The main fatigue crack (a), which followed weld seam along the length of the tube, extended approximately 40 inches from the lower end of the tube where it was attached to its driving bevel gear wheel. Because it was masked by the welded seam, and because the outside of the tube was a dark grey color covered in parts with a black oxide scale, the crack was not easily discernable, apart from the first few inches at the lower end, marked ‘Crack A’.

---

*Fig. 1. Tube schematic showing main fracture.*

*Fig. 2. Chime drive shaft with damaged bevel drive wheel.*
Broken ends of the chime tube, upper portion, (Fig 3a) and lower, (Fig 3b). Circumferential fatigue cracks had developed near the leading end of the longitudinal crack marked A, and the two which lead to the failure of the fly shaft are marked B and C. These cracks which were initially approximately perpendicular to the axis of the tube, changed to a helical mode with that at D running 45° to the tube axis. The region of final failure was manifest by its brighter appearance and its rough and deformed surface, marked at E. Tube outside diameter is 34.3 mm (1 ¾ inches).

Fig. 3a. Upper chime tube fracture area.

Fig. 3b. Lower chime tube fracture area.
Weld Profile of Quarter chiming fly tube at 40x magnification, (Fig 3c). A macrograph of the weld region in the upper portion of the tube 100mm (4 inches) above the circumferential crack marked C (Fig 3a) is shown below, from which the fibrous and laminar nature of the material is apparent. The flow lines indicate that a form of butt weld was made, and a bulge marking the junction where the two ends of the joint were forced together is evident, especially on the inside of the tube. The area shows the presence of a stress raising notch at the inner surface of the tube. This was filled with slag and was probably formed during the welding process when the surface material on one side of the joint was forced to flow past that on the other side. The root of the notch lay along the line of the weld, which can be clearly seen in Fig. 3c. The weld line was marked by a region of differing etching characteristics, probably caused by higher concentrations of oxygen and other impurities at the weld. The weld joint coincided with a plane of maximum shear stress, and as seen in the photo above, the crack followed the line of the weld across the tube wall, joining the notch at the inner surface to a similar notch (though less evident) at the outer surface of the tube.
So examination of the chime fly tube shows that the way the tube was manufactured, using a butt welded seam, and to a lesser extent some manufacturing and materials quality control issues, directly contributed to the failure. It was an unfortunate coincidence that the maximum sheer stress for the butt weld would be present along its weakest, which is longitudinal, profile. To be fair, this was before the advent of seamless tube manufacture. In addition this type of tubing was generally used in water and gas piping which would not present the types of shear stresses to the butt weld seam. In this application the tube was called upon to perform structural duties for which it was not suited. The presence of the weld seam, through which the crack had progressed masked the crack which may have, in the absence of such camouflage been discovered prior to the accident.

Chime locking lever end piece, (fig. 4a) and the overall component, (Fig 4b).
The head of the wrought iron locking lever was broken off. The main fracture appeared to be caused by impact but the fractured faces contained a zone of fatigue damage which no doubt existed prior to the final failure, (Fig 4a). The tail of the locking lever was bent and damaged locally from impact, and its drive shaft bent at the lever end, (Fig 4b).
Chime fly shaft bevel, (Fig. 5a and 5b),
There was an old fracture in one of the four spokes of the cast iron bevel wheel on the fly shaft, (Fig 5a) and one other spoke also contained an old crack. The teeth on the fly shaft bevel were damaged consistent with that expected from the mating gear wheel on the drive shaft if it were partially engaged, (Fig 5b).

![Chime fly shaft bevel showing pre-existing damage.](image1)

Fig. 5a. Chime fly shaft bevel showing pre-existing damage.

![Chime fly shaft bevel reconstructed showing tooth damage from partial engagement.](image2)

Fig. 5b. Chime fly shaft bevel reconstructed showing tooth damage from partial engagement.
Chime drive shaft bevel, (Fig. 6).
The damage to several of the drive shaft bevel wheel teeth was consistent with that expected from the mating gear wheel on the fly shaft if it were partially engaged, (Fig 6).

![Image: Chime drive shaft bevel showing tooth damage from partial engagement.]

There was also evidence of an old repair, by welding, at a break in what was thought to be a piece of cross bracing of the cast iron frame. *An old repair was a location of weakness and was one of the five locations of where the frame section ruptured.*

The bearings for the locking lever and fly drive shaft, which shaft was bent at one end, were mounted in cantilever brackets integral with the cast iron clock frame. These brackets were open at the end to enable the shaft assembly to be mounted as a unit in the clock frame. The fork end of both brackets had been snapped off at their minimum section across the bearing diameter, and the fracture surfaces were all indicative of brittle failure. The minimum section of the fork end of the bracket nearer the fly shaft gearing had been reduced further by the addition of two holes tapped for screws to retain the bearing, and the plane of the fracture ran across this reduced section through the centers of the holes, (Fig. 10).

The appearance of the remaining fractures observed in the broken cast iron frame and other components was consistent with that associated with impact loading. *In other words breakage due to forces beyond the frame’s and other components design limits.*

*So now we have a picture of the main components that failed in the first moments of the accident. All of these critical components had pre-existing damage in the form of metal fatigue fractures in addition to the damages suffered in the accident.*
Probable sequence of failure events:

(Fig. 8). The observed crack in the welded seam of the tube element of the fly shaft probably originated at its lower end, marked ‘A’, where it fitted onto the shaft which carried the bevel wheel used to transmit the drive through the tube. Slow propagation of this crack, within the welded seam along the length of the tube, may have taken place during a substantial portion of the life of the clock. *As noted earlier, this fatigue crack resulted in the failure of the fly shaft.*

The damage to the bottom fly shaft bearing and witness marks on the teeth of the bevel wheel, (Fig 5b) suggest that the lower section of this shaft tilted over during the failure. The damage to the teeth of the bevel on the drive shaft, *(Fig 6) and marked ‘B’,* indicates that this wheel was stationary while the partially engaged mating wheel on the fly shaft was still rotating, presumably under the inertia of the displaced fly on the bent fly shaft, which would have disengaged from the upper bearing at this stage and been partially supported by the steady. This implies that the striking mechanism was stopped and held by the locking lever, *marked ‘C’,* and that the damage to this wheel followed the striking of the 3:30 AM chimes.

The bevel wheel attached to the fly shaft which already contained fractured spokes, *(Fig 5a),* probably broke during this stage by jamming the bearing bracket or drive shaft. The failure of this bevel occurred early in the train of events because the portion of the wheel broken off was lying more or less directly under its position in the clock with its teeth relatively undamaged, *marked ‘D’,* also see *(Fig. 2; illustration in photo marked a).*
With the bevel wheels disengaged and without the restraint of the fly governor, the drive shaft when next released at 3:45 AM, would have been able to increase its speed of rotation. When the locking plate actuating lever attempted to stop it, the locking lever could have struck it with sufficient force to break off the end of the locking lever, particularly since it already contained a fairly sharp mechanical groove from which a fatigue crack, (Fig. 4a), had emanated, (Fig. 9).

Without the locking and governor mechanism the drive shaft would have continued to rotate at an increasing rate (reaching an estimated 1600 RPM\(^{17}\)); it was designed to operate at less than 100 RPM, and this conceivably was when the jamming of the locking lever tail and the failure of the drive shafts open ended bearings occurred, (Fig. 10). The locking plate actuating lever and locking plate assembly broke away as a unit with part of the frame still attached, (Fig. 11), and this presumably is when the guide for the actuating lever fractured from an old crack.

\[\text{English ton} = 1000 \; \text{kilo or 2205 lb. so } 1 \frac{1}{4} \; \text{English ton} = 1.38 \; \text{US ton}\]

---

*Fig. 9. Governor mechanism post 3:45 AM strike, event 1.  Fig. 10. Governor mechanism post 3:45 AM chime, event 2*
Epilog:
As evidence became apparent that fatigue was the likely cause of failure, estimates of cyclic loading were made. In the course of its life of just over 115 years, the quarter chime mechanism would have experienced about 4 million cycles of operation.

Each activation of the striking mechanism would have subjected the fly tube to a torsional shear stress from the torque applied to drive the very large fly vane, which consisted of two paddles 700mm (28 in) wide, 1100mm (43 in) deep with an overall width of 1900mm (75 in). A maximum torque of 85 Nm was estimated based on a speed of 54 rpm being obtained in 1/6 to 1/4 revolution as observed after the mechanism was restored, and was an order of magnitude estimated to overcome the air resistance of the fly vanes. The stresses indicted would be unidirectional since a ratchet mechanism was fitted to prevent the fly from over-driving; the ratchet mechanism was found to be functioning correctly.

So we can eliminate the possibility of this ratchet jamming; jerking the very large fly fan to a sudden stop and the consequently large twisting inertia that would have accompanied such a failure at the point that the chime train comes to its sudden stop as a proximate cause of the tube failure.

The maximum shear stress at the outer diameter of the fly tube, was estimated as not likely to exceed 15 N/mm² (1 tonf/in²) when striking the range of quarter chimes. The estimated level of stress was considered to be low for a sound tube and the absence of significant wear on the teeth of the bevel wheels would seem to confirm that the driving torque was not excessive. It is considered that the stress level obtaining would not be expected to exceed the value of the torsional shear fatigue limit of wrought iron, estimated at + or - 120 N/mm² (8 tonf / in²), or 0.6 times the rotating bending fatigue limit. A very large margin of safety.

After an exhaustive analysis of the rest of the clock mechanism many other components were found to have fatigue cracks. Examples are the very same bevel wheel and fly fan tube assemblies on the hour strike side. The tube was replaced and strike train bevel wheel assemblies were remade from the original cast iron to a machined bronze. All other damaged and defective cast iron wheels were remade in bronze. End of official report.

What does one take away from the above analysis?
Was this failure an improbable sequence of events like that which doomed the Titanic? A series of adverse occurrences that all had to happen in specific sequence to doom what would otherwise be a very safe design? To some degree, yes.

1. Had the wheels of the clock been made of conventional brass material as is common in most tower clocks, particularly from England, it’s improbable that cracks would have developed in the bevel wheels.

2. Had the fly shaft bevel wheel not already been compromised with structural cracks; it probably would not have broken apart when the time the fly tube failed at the end of the 3:30 AM chime sequence.

3. Had this disintegration not happened, it is likely that when the fly shaft bevel wheel was tilted out of position from its normal horizontal setting, it would have jammed the mating drive bevel preventing the runaway from initiating at 3:45 AM.

4. Had the fly fan not had the ‘steady’ assembly, or if the assembly had been weaker (it was not designed to hold the weight of the fly only to guide the tube) or if the fly tube had failed in an area between the steady and the fly, the top portion of the fly may not have been held upright and in place by the steady, and thus been free to collapse onto and perhaps into the mechanism below; jamming up the wheel works.

5. Had the weights not been recently wound to their full height, there would not have been as much energy to be released when the uncontrolled decent began.

6. Had the fly shaft failed at the fourth quarter sequence, rather than the second, the runaway would have has a shorter duration before engagement of the locking lever at the next sequence. In other words the quarter vs. the three quarter sequence; a 300% reduction in the time for the runaway to gain acceleration.

7. Had the locking lever not already been compromised by a fatigue crack it may have been able to stop the runaway. This is only a possibility as the chimes would have had a good deal of time to gain speed since it was performing the 3:45 sequence – the next to longest after the hour; before that lever would have been brought to bear.

On the other hand, considering the extensive structural damage to the frame, the clock avoided by sheer luck a fate that would have surely ended its existence once and for all. The fifteen foot, five ton mechanism’s frame is supported only by two masonry piers located at either end of the frame, leaving the frame to support not only its own 5 ton weight between these two points but the combined three train weights totaling an additional 2 ½ tons. The accident caused the frame to be broken in five places. These occurred on the far right side of the frame; concentrated in the area where the chime train disintegrated. Had there been further frame damage, or damage nearer the center, the clock could well have broke in half and under the influence of its own and that of the remaining two train weights been pulled into the weight shaft; falling 180 feet to utter destruction.
Aftermath – never again!

Remarkably, considering the damage that was wrought upon the clock, the time train was able to be restarted that very afternoon. In the morning two heavy duty jacks, each capable of raising three tons, were brought up to the clock room in order to support the broken bedplate, and throughout the day work continued on clearing the debris. There was shrapnel damage to the Denison escapement, but as luck would have it, there just happened to be a spare in a cupboard in the clock room at hand! Many years earlier the original escapement had been damaged and a new one fitted. The original had been repaired and kept as a spare; so the great clock got a heart transplant on the spot.\(^{18}\) The British take their national symbol very seriously, it’s like the heartbeat of the nation and while it may seem reckless to restart the clock immediately after such a serious event that is what was done. This is also the reason for the lack of extensive photographic evidence of the accident. It was cleaned up in a matter of hours after the discovery.

Once the clock was restarted a meeting was held in the clock room to consider the possibility of a full repair of the mechanism with the complete replacement of the chiming train. Present at the meeting was Robert Cooke, Chairman of the Accommodation Commission (those commissions again!), Geoffrey Buggins, managing director of Thwaites and Reed the clock maintenance contractor, and John Darwin the resident engineer of the palace, on whom fell the responsibility of restoring the clock to full working order. Mr. Cooke stressed the need for full restoration of the clock to full while it may seem reckless to restart the clock immediately after such a serious event that is what was done. This is also the reason for the lack of extensive photographic evidence of the accident. It was cleaned up in a matter of hours after the discovery.

Again, it may seem odd to an American that the government would go through such extra expense and efforts just to meet an artificial date, but we have no such lengthy history of ceremonial ritual and no American politician commands a fraction of respect that the Queen does from the people of that country.

The repair work was performed by Thwaites and Reed, which had maintained the clock since 1971. This long established company, which had bid unsuccessfully over a century earlier for the job to build the clock, was now in a unique position as it was completely familiar with its workings. Since the clock was considered a priceless antique, great care was to be taken to ensure that the appearance remained the same, or as near possible, to the original. One exception to this requirement was that while the original wheels were made of cast iron, all replacement wheels were made of bronze, a much more reliable material. Of course the old welded-seam fly
tubes were also replaced with tubes made of modern high strength material. To insure that such an accident could never happen again, Britain’s National Physics Laboratory designed a unique brake system, (Fig. 12), prior page, that will cause the great wheel to be stopped if it senses that the wheel is turning more than twice its normal speed. One was installed on each strike train.

Through the heroic efforts of Thwaites and Reed the work was completed on April 30 and the bells tested on May 1st, just three days before the Queen’s visit to parliament.

**Major overhaul of August through November of 2007:**

The following photos and some text are excerpted from an article written by Chris McKay in the *Horological Journal*, January - February 2008.

Almost exactly 30 years later in August 2007 the clock went through an extensive maintenance program to be sure it would be in top condition for its 150th anniversary. Why was an extensive restoration needed? Wear had been noticed in the striking train where the strike barrel was seen rubbing on the great wheel during winding, **Photo 1**. On the going train the lantern pinions trundles on the escapement arbor were getting deeply worn, **Photo 2**.

1. Rear view of hour strike barrel. Bolt heads were rubbing.  
2. Escape wheel pinion, showing wear on trundles.
In Photo 3, notice in the lower right the portion of the quarter strike train that was replaced after the accident in 1976. It was remanufactured in bronze to avoid the types of fractures that plagued the original cast iron material. Ian Westworth, Paul Robertson and Huw Smith are the three Palace clockmakers, Photo 4. Apart from making three visits a week up the tower to the clock for maintenance and winding, they are responsible for winding, servicing and repair of the over 1000 clocks in the palace as well. Some of you with large clock collections thought you had a lot of winding and repair work! Six to eight weeks were allocated for the work. Since it was decided to keep the hands telling time, an early task was to specify a synchronous drive unit that would neatly fit next to the bevel wheel cluster. A special unit was commissioned, Photo 5, built and tested at full load.

Before any large parts could be removed, scaffolding had to be erected around the clock, Photo 6. From this chain blocks were attached.
But before this was done, all the lesser wheels and other parts that could be damaged from a fall from the overhead scaffold structure were removed. Only then, Photo 7, were the main strike barrels lifted out from the mechanism. Since the main strike barrels were to be removed and brought to the ground, two cradles were made to safely hold the barrels, Photos 8 and 9, while workers removed the great wheels from the barrels.

This was necessary as they would not fit down the stairway shaft as a unit, Photo 10. The barrels were then lowered down to the ground. Remember that this was not the way the original clock was hoisted up to the tower, the original clock frame and parts were hoisted up the weight shaft.
which is a quite bit larger (8 x 11 feet), but is now covered by the movement itself preventing its use.

A rarely seen view; **Photo 11**, the internal pilot and setting dial at the rear of the clock. The nut on the gear wheel is one of two that clamp up the hand setting mechanism. Nothing subtle about this one, unlike many smaller tower clocks that have more user-friendly hand release clutches or knurled lock-down knobs!

![11. Internal setting dial at the rear of the clock.](image)

Since the hour tube is about 12 feet from the floor, scaffolding was installed to reach the behind-the-dial components, **Photo 12**. The tubes reaching the hands are supported by roller wheels. There are two sets of these for each dial for the hour and minute arbors. In the past some of these rollers had seized up leading to flats on the surfaces of some of these rollers. This is an indication of the sheer power that is delivered by the movement, **Photos 13 and 14**.

![12. Scaffold to reach the 12 feet to the motion works.](image)

![14. Friction rollers behind the dial.](image)
An inspection of the going barrel’s arbor keyed collet revealed more of the dreaded stress cracks. These were mated to tapered keys that were on the arbor and originally hammered into place to secure the assembly, Photo 15. The crack was repaired with a method called ‘cold stitching’, a technique used to repair castings. A series of holes is drilled using a custom jig, the series of holes being at right angles to the crack, Photo 16. A specially shaped lock insert is put into the hole and secured with a resin. The lock is made from a high nickel steel alloy and is much stronger than the surrounding cast iron.

All bushes were replaced with new bronze, and it was decided to make a new arbor. The going barrel needed new bronze bushes, Photo 17. The old thrust washer had worn thin which lead to the end bolts mounted on the barrel to rub on the great wheel arms when being wound, and was replaced. With the flat bed frame stripped of most parts, Photo 18, the frame members were inspected and other parts were inspected and cleaned.
As the major components came back from the engineering works they were hoisted up the tower and installed; the going train first, then the striking Photo 19. The strike barrel great wheel and arbor are first tested for true and smooth running. Afterward the huge barrel is installed and everything tested again, Photo 20. Train and winding wheels were then reinstalled along with all the locking and release levers.

![Photo 19](image19.png)

**19. Strike great wheel and arbor being installed.**

![Photo 20](image20.png)

**20. Strike wheel and barrel together and installed.**

Other work, on a smaller scale Photos 21 and 22, was carried out on the escapement itself, replacing the worn lantern pinion rods.

![Photo 21](image21.png)

**21. Drilling the lantern pinion of the escapement.**

![Photo 22](image22.png)

**22. Finished lantern pinion with new trundles.**

The clock was restarted October, 7 weeks after the job began. Everything ran according to plan.
Notice in the final picture, Photo 23, below the additional pillars that are permanently attached to the clock frame under the area where it suffered the most damage; the chiming train. While the frame was repaired and welded, no chances are being taken with this area that will always be exposed to high mechanical stresses.
Appendix A
The original letter written by Edmund Denison to George Biddle Airy on November 27, 1852. Here he first describes his inertial fly fan innovation which leads to the first practical gravity escapement.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Hands under heavy ice load</th>
<th>Good Weather, no wind</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Large Wheels</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hands</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fly</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>160</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pallet stops</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unlocking</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pendulum</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total (from main weight)</td>
<td>320mJ</td>
<td>320mJ</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Conjectured energy flow in 'Big Ben', in millijoules per (two second) beat.
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19. A Portion of the Papers Relating To The Great Clock for the New Palace At Westminster, printed by the House of Lords with remarks, pp. 7